
WhiteShark
 TM    Navbow+

Explore Infinity

Underwater Scooter

TM

An extraordinary diving experience unrivaled in its class. Introducing the 

Navbow+, a new generation of underwater scooters. 

Experience cutting edge technology, intelligent safety features, along with 

undeniable power and speed. 

Optimized to outperform, the Navbow+ delivers exactly the kind of 

performance you would expect from the ultimate diving machine.
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3 Speed Switches, Up to 2m/s

Multiple Editable Alarm
You can edited multiple alarm by yourself. Set your own depth and distance alarm.

Customize Your Photography Platform
WhiteSharkTM Navbow+ can mount a Sublue photography platform* where you can customize your 
professional equipment, such as action cameras, waterproof LED light, float arm, etc. It can be DIY 
modified according to your needs.

Durable and Reliable
Upgraded with our latest anti-corrosion technology, WhiteShark Navbow+ is designed for extra 
durability with hassle-free maintenance.

3 speed with max speed 2m/s(6.6ft/s). Up to 60 min, replaceble battery.

Super 60 min Battery Life

The OLED screen displays real-time temperature, depth, compass, battery life, speed, operation mode.

More Data Than Ever Before

You can share the dive logs that generated by SublueGo app to social media and interact with your 
friends.  

SublueGo App

Industrial-leading Sealing 
Technology, Waterproof 40m
 
With our industry-leading sealing 
technology and patented 
waterproof batteries,  Navbow+ is 
able to operate at depths of 40m
(131ft).

* The rated speed is the result of product test results and may be affected by user, user’s swimwear and equipment, 
   water conditions, etc. 
* Battery life is for reference and based on product test data. It is the average value of the maximum time that the user 
   can operate the scooter according to general usage (discontinuous operation) when the battery is fully charged. 
* The scooter is designed for users 16+ years old. Minors must be accompanied by a parent or guardian while using the 
   scooter. 

Specifications

Dimensions

Color 

Weight

Battery weight 

Depth 

Speed

Battery life

Temperature accuracy

Depth accuracy

Map 

Compass 

Maximum storage item

Maximum storage duration

Interface

Accessories(included)

Optional accessories

L 486 ×W 327 ×H 177 mm

Phantom gray            Flame orange

3400g

1100g

40m（131ft）

Free: 1 m/s（2.24 mph）
Sport: 1.5 m/s（3.36mph）
Turbo: 2 m/s (4.47 mph)

60 minutes*

±2℃

±0.5 m

Global map position and search

Digital compass

60 items

1 hour/item

2 universal mounting points (which can be mounted balance 
weights, sports cameras, photography platform)

Balance weight bracket & Balance weights x 3; 
D-ring buckle;
Single hand operation lanyard; 
Anti-lost lanyard; 
Sublue faster charger 

Navbow Explore kit (included photography platform, 
waterproof LED lights, waterproof smartphone case and other 
connecting components ); 
photography platform
Diving cross strap; 
Waterproof backpack; 
Waterproof LED light; 
Selfie extension stick

* Sublue photography platform sold separately。
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